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The River and the Source
The collaboration of two friends-one a novelist, one a novelist, one a marine biologist-produced a volume in which
fascinating popular science is woven into a narrative of man's dreams, his ideals, and his accomplishments through the
centuries. Sea of Cortez is one of those rare books that are all things to all readers. Actually the record of a brief collecting
expedition in the lonely GUlf of California, it will be science to the scientist, philosophy to the philosopher, and to the
average man an adventure in living and thinking. Sea of Cortez is a book to be read and remembered on two levels. It is a
journey through a remote and beautiful corner of the world, a diary filled with the daily excitements and triumphs of skillful
and energetic men. It is also an invitation to see the world anew from a fresh vantage point and perhaps with a broader and
more understanding spirit.

The Good Earth
The Black Pearl
Indra's Pearls
Blossoms of the Savannah is the story of two sisters, Taiyo and Resian, who are on the verge of womanhood and torn
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between their personal ambitions and the humiliating duty to the Nasila tradition. Relocation to their rural home heralds a
cultural alienation born of their refusal to succumb to female genital mutilation and early marriages. In pursuit of the
delicate and elusive socio-economic cultural balance in Nasila, Ole. Kaelo, the girls' father is ensnared by a corrupt
extortionist. To extricate himself he sends his daughters into a flat-spin labyrinth from which they have to struggle to
escape.

Causal Inference in Statistics
EMT-Basic: Pearls of Wisdom is a collection of rapid-fire questions and answers to help students prepare for EMT state and
national certification and refresher exams. It consists of pearls -- succinct pieces of knowledge in a question and answer
format. Designed to maximize test scores, EMT-Basic: Pearls of Wisdom prunes complex concepts down to the simplest
kernel.EMT-Basic Pearls of Wisdom is an excellent study guide for EMT-Basic students going through initial or refresher
training. The manual is written in direct correlation to the U.S. DOT EMT-Basic National Standard Curriculum. Objectives are
covered in the order and manner in which they appear in the curriculum. EMT-Basic Pearls of Wisdom is an interactive text,
set up in a format that encourages active learning. Unlike multiple-choice formats, this study aid requires the student to
come up with the answer. Questions are followed by answers consisting of additional information to enhance learning.
Emphasis has been placed on evoking both trivia and key facts that are easily overlooked, but which appear on certification
exams.

PANCE and PANRE Question Book
Depicts the Chinese countryside life in the early years of the twentieth century.

The Pearl ; The Red Pony
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A mesmerizing new historical novel” (O, The Oprah Magazine) from Lisa See, the
bestselling author of The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane, about female friendship and devastating family secrets on a small
Korean island. Mi-ja and Young-sook, two girls living on the Korean island of Jeju, are best friends who come from very
different backgrounds. When they are old enough, they begin working in the sea with their village’s all-female diving
collective, led by Young-sook’s mother. As the girls take up their positions as baby divers, they know they are beginning a
life of excitement and responsibility—but also danger. Despite their love for each other, Mi-ja and Young-sook find it
impossible to ignore their differences. The Island of Sea Women takes place over many decades, beginning during a period
of Japanese colonialism in the 1930s and 1940s, followed by World War II, the Korean War, through the era of cell phones
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and wet suits for the women divers. Throughout this time, the residents of Jeju find themselves caught between warring
empires. Mi-ja is the daughter of a Japanese collaborator. Young-sook was born into a long line of haenyeo and will inherit
her mother’s position leading the divers in their village. Little do the two friends know that forces outside their control will
push their friendship to the breaking point. “This vivid…thoughtful and empathetic” novel (The New York Times Book
Review) illuminates a world turned upside down, one where the women are in charge and the men take care of the children.
“A wonderful ode to a truly singular group of women” (Publishers Weekly), The Island of Sea Women is a “beautiful
story…about the endurance of friendship when it’s pushed to its limits, and you…will love it” (Cosmopolitan).

Study Guide to Of Mice and Men and Other Works by John Steinbeck
Investment Banking WORKBOOK is the idealcomplement to Investment Banking, Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts,and Mergers
& Acquisitions, Second Edition, enablingyou to truly master and refine the core skills at the center of theworld of finance.
This comprehensive study guide provides aninvaluable opportunity to explore your understanding of thestrategies and
techniques covered in the main text, before puttingthem to work in real-world situations. The WORKBOOK—which parallels
the main book chapterby chapter—contains over 400 problem-solving exercises andmultiple-choice questions. Topics
reviewed include: Valuationand its various forms of analysis, including comparable companies,precedent transactions and
discounted cash flowanalysis Leveragedbuyouts—from the fundamentals of LBO economics and structureto detailed
modeling and valuation M&Asell-side tools and techniques, including an overview of anorganized M&A sale process M&Abuyside strategy and analysis, including a comprehensive mergerconsequences analysis that includes accretion/(dilution)
andbalance sheet effects The lessons found within will help you successfully navigate thedynamic world of investment
banking and professional investing.Investment Banking WORKBOOK will enable you to takeyour learning to the next level in
terms of understanding andapplying the critical financial tools necessary to be an effectivefinance professional.

The Pearl Thief
In this follow-up to his acclaimed "A Boy at War," Mazer explores what loyalty, friendship, and patriotism mean in a time of
war in this story set against the backdrop of World War II.

Pearl of Great Price Study Guide
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for selected works byJohn Steinbeck’s,
1962 Nobel Prize in Literature winner. Titles in this study guide include The Grapes of Wrath, The Pearl, Of Mice and Men,
Cannery Row, East of Eden, and The Winter of our Discontent. As an author of the Civil Rights Era, Steinbeck effectively
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writes symbolic structures and conveys social criticism in a progressively idealistic tone. Moreover, his proletarian themes
strike a universal chord with readers as they battle with moral and complex ideologies. This Bright Notes Study Guide
explores the context and history of John Steinbeck’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons they
have stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study
Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary,
historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding
by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further research.

The Pearl: Study Guide and Student Workbook (Enhanced ebook)
From the breathtaking beaches of Thailand to the barely tamed wilds of colonial Australia, The Pearl Sister is the fourth
“brilliantly written” (Historical Novel Society) novel in New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley’s epic Seven Sisters
series. “Fans of Kristin Hannah, Kate Morton, and Riley’s previous novels will adore” (Booklist) this adventurous and moving
story about two women searching for a place to call home. CeCe D’Aplièse has always felt like an outcast. But following the
death of her father—the reclusive billionaire affectionately called Pa Salt by the six daughters he adopted from around the
globe—she finds herself more alone than ever. With nothing left to lose, CeCe delves into the mystery of her origins. The
only clues she holds are a black and white photograph and the name of a female pioneer who once lived in Australia. One
hundred years earlier, Kitty McBride, a Scottish clergyman’s daughter, abandons her conservative upbringing to serve as
the companion to a wealthy woman traveling from Edinburgh to Adelaide. Her ticket to a new land brings the adventure she
dreamed of and a love that she had never imagined. When CeCe herself finally reaches the searing heat and dusty plains of
the Red Centre of Australia, something deep within her responds to the energy of the area and the ancient culture of the
Aboriginal people. As she comes closer to finding the truth of her ancestry, CeCe begins to believe that this untamed, vast
continent could offer her what she never thought possible: a sense of belonging, and a home. With Lucinda Riley’s signature
“meticulous research and attention to detail” (Booklist), The Pearl Sister is an immersive saga that “will keep readers glued
to the page” (RT Book Reviews).

The Big Wave
In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful coming-of-age story of
a boy who must overcome the effects that violence has had on his life. After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty
parking lot, mischief-maker Cole Matthews is in major trouble. But instead of jail time, Cole is given another option: attend
Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile offenders to a remote Alaskan Island to focus on changing their
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ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go. While there, Cole is mauled by a mysterious white
bear and left for dead. Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless Peter, and his own anger cause him to examine his actions
and seek redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked him, from his victims, and, most importantly, from himself. Ben
Mikaelsen paints a vivid picture of a juvenile offender, examining the roots of his anger without absolving him of
responsibility for his actions, and questioning a society in which angry people make victims of their peers and communities.
Touching Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a pain that can destroy, or lead to healing. A strong choice for
independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.

Girl with a Pearl Earring
An African Thunderstorm & Other Poems
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for selected works by John Steinbeck’s,
1962 Nobel Prize in Literature winner. Titles in this study guide include The Red Pony and The Pearl. As an author of the
Civil Rights Era, Steinbeck effectively writes symbolic structures and conveys social criticism in a progressively idealistic
tone. Moreover, his proletarian themes strike a universal chord with readers as they battle with moral and complex
ideologies. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of Steinbeck’s classic work, helping students to
thoroughly explore the reasons they have stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay
and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature,
exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages
readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further
research.

Calling Me Home
Many of the concepts and terminology surrounding modern causal inference can be quite intimidating to the novice. Judea
Pearl presents a book ideal for beginners in statistics, providing a comprehensive introduction to the field of causality.
Examples from classical statistics are presented throughout to demonstrate the need for causality in resolving decisionmaking dilemmas posed by data. Causal methods are also compared to traditional statistical methods, whilst questions are
provided at the end of each section to aid student learning.
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Fingersmith
The New York Times bestselling novel by the author of Remarkable Creatures and The Last Runaway Translated into thirtynine languages and made into an Oscar-nominated film, starring Scarlett Johanson and Colin Firth Tracy Chevalier
transports readers to a bygone time and place in this richly-imagined portrait of the young woman who inspired one of
Vermeer's most celebrated paintings. History and fiction merge seamlessly in this luminous novel about artistic vision and
sensual awakening. Girl with a Pearl Earring tells the story of sixteen-year-old Griet, whose life is transformed by her brief
encounter with genius . . . even as she herself is immortalized in canvas and oil.

Cannery Row
Danny, a mule skinner during the First World War, returns to Tortilla Flat to enjoy the carefree and amoral life of the paisano

EMT-basic Pearls of Wisdom
The classic tale of a Japanese boy orphaned by a tsunami from the author of The Good Earth, the first American woman to
win the Nobel Prize in Literature. On a mountainside in Japan, two boys enjoy a humble life governed by age-old customs.
Jiya belongs to a family of fishermen; his best friend, Kino, farms rice. But when a neighboring volcano erupts and a tidal
wave swallows their village—including Jiya’s family—life as they know it is changed forever. The orphaned Jiya must learn to
come to terms with his grief. Now facing a profoundly different life than the one he’d always taken for granted, he must
decide on a new way forward. Written with graceful simplicity, The Big Wave won the Children’s Book Award of the Child
Study Association of America when it was first released. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Pearl S. Buck
including rare images from the author’s estate.

Youcat English
A review manual that will help its readers learn some basic and intermediate pre-hospital emergency medicine, prepare for
state and national certification and refresher exams.

The Book of Abraham
Felix Klein, one of the great nineteenth-century geometers, rediscovered in mathematics an idea from Eastern philosophy:
the heaven of Indra contained a net of pearls, each of which was reflected in its neighbour, so that the whole Universe was
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mirrored in each pearl. Klein studied infinitely repeated reflections and was led to forms with multiple co-existing
symmetries. For a century these ideas barely existed outside the imagination of mathematicians. However in the 1980s the
authors embarked on the first computer exploration of Klein's vision, and in doing so found many further extraordinary
images. Join the authors on the path from basic mathematical ideas to the simple algorithms that create the delicate fractal
filigrees, most of which have never appeared in print before. Beginners can follow the step-by-step instructions for writing
programs that generate the images. Others can see how the images relate to ideas at the forefront of research.

Paramedic Pearls of Wisdom
From the depths of a cave in the Vermilion Sea, Ramon Salazar has wrested a black pearl so lustrous and captivating that
his father, an expert pearl dealer, is certain Ramon has found the legendary Pearl of Heaven. Such a treasure is sure to
bring great joy to the villagers of their tiny coastal town, and even greater renown to the Salazar name. No diver, not even
the swaggering Gaspar Ruiz, has ever found a pearl like this! But is there a price to pay for a prize so great? When a terrible
tragedy strikes the village, old Luzon’s warning about El Diablo returns to haunt Ramon. If El Diablo actually exists, it will
take all Ramon’s courage to face the winged creature waiting for him offshore.

Blossoms of the Savannah
The breakthrough modern sports novel The Contender shows readers the true meaning of being a hero. This acclaimed
novel by celebrated sportswriter Robert Lipsyte, the recipient of the Margaret A. Edwards Award for lifetime achievement in
YA fiction, is the story of a young boxer in Harlem who overcomes hardships and finds hope in the ring on his path to
becoming a contender. Alfred Brooks is scared. He’s a high-school dropout, and his grocery store job is leading nowhere. His
best friend is sinking further and further into drug addiction. Some street kids are after him for something he didn’t even
do. So Alfred begins going to Donatelli’s Gym, a boxing club in Harlem that has trained champions. There he learns it’s the
effort, not the win, that makes the boxer—that before you can be a champion, you have to be a contender. ALA Best of the
Best Books for Young Adults * ALA Notable Children’s Book * New York Public Library Books for the Teen Age

Touching Spirit Bear
Rick Riordan Presents Yoon Ha Lee's space opera about thirteen-year-old Min, who comes from a long line of fox spirits. But
you'd never know it by looking at her. To keep the family safe, Min's mother insists that none of them use any fox-magic,
such as Charm or shape-shifting. They must appear human at all times. Min feels hemmed in by the household rules and
resents the endless chores, the cousins who crowd her, and the aunties who judge her. She would like nothing more than to
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escape Jinju, her neglected, dust-ridden, and impoverished planet. She's counting the days until she can follow her older
brother, Jun, into the Space Forces and see more of the Thousand Worlds. When word arrives that Jun is suspected of
leaving his post to go in search of the Dragon Pearl, Min knows that something is wrong. Jun would never desert his battle
cruiser, even for a mystical object rumored to have tremendous power. She decides to run away to find him and clear his
name. Min's quest will have her meeting gamblers, pirates, and vengeful ghosts. It will involve deception, lies, and
sabotage. She will be forced to use more fox-magic than ever before, and to rely on all of her cleverness and bravery. The
outcome may not be what she had hoped, but it has the potential to exceed her wildest dreams. This sci-fi adventure with
the underpinnings of Korean mythology will transport you to a world far beyond your imagination.

Study Guide to The Red Pony and The Pearl by John Steinbeck
They rowed hard, away from the battleships and the bombs. Water sprayed over them. The rowboat pitched one way and
then the other. Then, before his eyes, the Arizona lifted up out of the water. That enormous battleship bounced up in the air
like a rubber ball and split apart. Fire burst out of the ship. A geyser of water shot into the air and came crashing down.
Adam was almost thrown out of the rowboat. He clung to the seat as it swung around. He saw blue skies and the glittering
city. The boat swung back again, and he saw black clouds, and the Arizona, his father's ship, sinking beneath the water. -from A Boy at War "He kept looking up, afraid the planes would come back. The sky was obscured by black smoke.It was all
unreal: the battleships half sunk, the bullet holes in the boat, Davi and Martin in the water." December 7, 1941: On a quiet
Sunday morning, while Adam and his friends are fishing near Honolulu, a surprise attack by Japanese bombers destroys the
fleet at Pearl Harbor. Even as Adam struggles to survive the sudden chaos all around him, and as his friends endure the
brunt of the attack, a greater concern hangs over his head: Adam's father, a navy lieutenant, was stationed on the USS
Arizona when the bombs fell. During the subsequent days Adam -- not yet a man, but no longer a boy -- is caught up in the
war as he desperately tries to make sense of what happened to his friends and to find news of his father. Harry Mazer,
whose autobiographical novel, The Last Mission, brought the European side of World War II to vivid life, now turns to the
Pacific theater and how the impact of war can alter young lives forever.

They Called Us Enemy
George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his captivating stage presence and outspoken commitment to
equal rights. But long before he braved new frontiers in Star Trek, he woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth
country at war with his father's--and their entire family forced from their home into an uncertain future. In a stunning
graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting childhood in American concentration camps, as one of over 100,000 Japanese
Americans imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II. Experience the forces that shaped an American
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icon--and America itself--in this gripping tale of courage, country, loyalty, and love.

The Pearl Reading Guide
This work is a troubling story of crime, sin, guilt, punishment and expiation, set in the rigid moral climate of 17th-century
New England. The young mother of an illegitimate child confronts her Puritan judges, as she suffers a harsh sentence and
the guilt as her lover is revealed.

A Boy at War
Pearl of Great Price Study Guide: Moses, Abraham, The Last Days, and Joseph Smith. A companion to your study of the Pearl
of Great Price, this Study Guide from the Making Precious Things Plain Series is a rich resource for teachers, students, and
gospel scholars alike. In this volume full of supplemental material, Dr. Randal Chase, a veteran Institute and Gospel
Doctrine teacher, shares years of insights into the scriptures by exploring scriptural symbolism, background, culture, and
chronology, as well as the words and teachings of gospel authorities. This unique study guide of the Pearl of Great Price
provides new depth and understanding to the scriptures. Readers will enjoy Dr. Chase's relaxed style and easy presentation
as they gather information, clarification, and quotes that can be used for either private study or public speaking. This
unique study guide will be a welcome addition to any library, and they will broaden your comprehension of this great
treasure of latter-day scripture, which restores many lost treasures from the Bible. From Adam through Enoch and Noah, to
Abraham and Moses, we discover hidden treasures of truth about Old Testament events. Then we receive new insight into
the Savior?s prophecies of the latter-days, followed by the inspiring personal history of the Prophet Joseph Smith and the
Articles of Faith. The cover features the stunning image of Moses Viewing Jehovah, by Joseph Brickey.

Investment Banking Workbook
The Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great Depression, a book that galvanized—and sometimes outraged—millions of
readers. First published in 1939, Steinbeck’s Pulitzer Prize-winning epic of the Great Depression chronicles the Dust Bowl
migration of the 1930s and tells the story of one Oklahoma farm family, the Joads—driven from their homestead and forced
to travel west to the promised land of California. Out of their trials and their repeated collisions against the hard realities of
an America divided into Haves and Have-Nots evolves a drama that is intensely human yet majestic in its scale and moral
vision, elemental yet plainspoken, tragic but ultimately stirring in its human dignity. A portrait of the conflict between the
powerful and the powerless, of one man’s fierce reaction to injustice, and of one woman’s stoical strength, the novel
captures the horrors of the Great Depression and probes into the very nature of equality and justice in America. At once a
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naturalistic epic, captivity narrative, road novel, and transcendental gospel, Steinbeck’s powerful landmark novel is perhaps
the most American of American Classics. This Centennial edition, specially designed to commemorate one hundred years of
Steinbeck, features french flaps and deckle-edged pages. For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as upto-date translations by award-winning translators.

The Pearl - Literature Kit Gr. 7-8
Steinbeck's tough yet charming portrait of people on the margins of society, dependant on one another for both physical
and emotional survival Published in 1945, Cannery Row focuses on the acceptance of life as it is: both the exuberance of
community and the loneliness of the individual. Drawing on his memories of the real inhabitants of Monterey, California,
including longtime friend Ed Ricketts, Steinbeck interweaves the stories of Doc, Dora, Mack and his boys, Lee Chong, and
the other characters in this world where only the fittest survive, to create a novel that is at once one of his most humorous
and poignant works. In her introduction, Susan Shillinglaw shows how the novel expresses, both in style and theme, much
that is essentially Steinbeck: “scientific detachment, empathy toward the lonely and depressed…and, at the darkest
level…the terror of isolation and nothingness.” For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf
of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative
texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Little Fires Everywhere (Movie Tie-In)
EARN 20 AAPA-APPROVED SELF ASSESSMENT CREDITS! A question-and-answer review book for the Physician Assistant
National Certification Exam (PANCE) and Physician Recertification Exam (PANRE), this powerful study aid is designed to
maximize study time and enhance retention so you walk into the exam prepared, confident, and ready to pass. Authored by
a practicing physician assistant who is also an adjunct professor at two PA programs, these practice questions thoroughly
cover the blueprint topics for the exam laid out by National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants. The
detailed explanations of the answer choices help increase comprehension and recall of the material. X-ray and other images
further reinforce learning and prepare test takers for every type of question found on the exam. Full of crucial information
and helpful test-taking strategies and techniques, this book can be used alone or as a companion to PANCE PREP PEARLS,
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also by author Dwayne A. Williams, to prepare for-and pass-the exam.

The Island of Sea Women
YOUCAT is short for Youth Catechism of the Catholic Church, which is the official catechism for World Youth Day. Written for
high-school age people and young adults, YOUCAT is an accessible, contemporary expression of the Catholic Faith. The
popular format includes Questions-and-Answers, highly-readable commentary, margin pictures and illustrations, summary
definitions of key terms, Bible citations, and quotes from the Saints and other great teachers. What's more, YOUCAT is
keyed to the Catechism of the Catholic Faith, so people can go deeper. It explains: What Catholics believe (doctrine) How
they celebrate the mysteries of the faith (sacraments) How Catholics are to live (moral life) How they should pray (prayer
and spirituality) The questions are direct and honest, even at times tough; the answers straightforward, relevant, and
compelling. After the Bible, YOUCAT will likely become the go-to place for young people to learn the truth about the Catholic
faith. Pope Benedict XVI wrote the foreword; Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn, the editor of YOUCAT and the Archbishop of
Vienna, Austria, wrote the afterword.

A Boy No More
Reproducible Reading Study Guides that give students the background and support they need to understand and enjoy
literature. With these reading guides, your students will practice reading comprehension skills, sharpen their vocabulary
and learn to identify literary elements.

Tortilla Flat
A National Best Seller! Calling Me Home by Julie Kibler is a soaring debut interweaving the story of a heartbreaking,
forbidden love in 1930s Kentucky with an unlikely modern-day friendship Eighty-nine-year-old Isabelle McAllister has a favor
to ask her hairdresser Dorrie Curtis. It's a big one. Isabelle wants Dorrie, a black single mom in her thirties, to drop
everything to drive her from her home in Arlington, Texas, to a funeral in Cincinnati. With no clear explanation why.
Tomorrow. Dorrie, fleeing problems of her own and curious whether she can unlock the secrets of Isabelle's guarded past,
scarcely hesitates before agreeing, not knowing it will be a journey that changes both their lives. Over the years, Dorrie and
Isabelle have developed more than just a business relationship. They are friends. But Dorrie, fretting over the new man in
her life and her teenage son's irresponsible choices, still wonders why Isabelle chose her. Isabelle confesses that, as a willful
teen in 1930s Kentucky, she fell deeply in love with Robert Prewitt, a would-be doctor and the black son of her family's
housekeeper—in a town where blacks weren't allowed after dark. The tale of their forbidden relationship and its tragic
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consequences makes it clear Dorrie and Isabelle are headed for a gathering of the utmost importance and that the history
of Isabelle's first and greatest love just might help Dorrie find her own way.

The Scarlet Letter
The story begins in Jerusalem in 70 AD as Abraham the Temple scribe flees the destruction of his home. Two thousand
years and a hundred generations later, another Abraham perishes, immolated in the fires of the Warsaw Ghetto.

The Contender
Before Verity . . . there was Julie. When fifteen-year-old Julia Beaufort-Stuart wakes up in the hospital, she knows the lazy
summer break she'd imagined won't be exactly what she anticipated. And once she returns to her grandfather's estate, a
bit banged up but alive, she begins to realize that her injury might not have been an accident. One of her family's
employees is missing, and he disappeared on the very same day she landed in the hospital. Desperate to figure out what
happened, she befriends Euan McEwen, the Scottish Traveller boy who found her when she was injured, and his standoffish
sister, Ellen. As Julie grows closer to this family, she witnesses firsthand some of the prejudices they've grown used to-a
stark contrast to her own upbringing-and finds herself exploring thrilling new experiences that have nothing to do with a
missing-person investigation. Her memory of that day returns to her in pieces, and when a body is discovered, her new
friends are caught in the crosshairs of long-held biases about Travellers. Julie must get to the bottom of the mystery in
order to keep them from being framed for the crime. This exhilarating coming-of-age story, a prequel to the Printz Honor
Book Code Name Verity, returns to a beloved character just before she first takes flight. Praise for The Pearl Thief * "Each
thread of this novel is exquisitely woven" -Publishers Weekly, starred review * "Another ripping yarn from a brilliant author."
-Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "A finely crafted book that brings one girl's coming-of-age story to life" -Booklist, starred
review * "A must for Verity fans and a good read for those who enjoy mystery with a touch of romance." -School Library
Journal, starred review * "Verity fans will find this irresistible and return to a reread of that title with this new backstory in
mind, while fans of period drama . . . will appreciate this as an absorbing read that leads them inexorably to the next book."
-Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books, starred review "The Pearl Thief stands alone as a diverting piece of historical
fiction/mystery but takes on extra poignancy for those aware of Julie's eventual fate." -Horn Book "The rich details of the
prewar time period, the intriguing history of Scottish river pearls, and the glimpse into the social dynamics between Scottish
Travellers and the landed gentry of Scotland make for fascinating reading, but the real treat is reading another chapter in
the story of Julie. Give this to fans of the first book, as well as historical fiction buffs." -VOYA

The Grapes of Wrath
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Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
In 1995, this novel won both the Jomo Kenyatta Literature Prize, and the Commonwealth Writers Prize Best First Book in the
Africa Region. Now reprinted, it remains in great demand. An epic story spanning cultures, it tells the lives of three
generations of women. It traces the story of Akoko in her rich traditional Luo setting, through to the children who live and
die in the 20th century.

The Pearl Sister
The #1 New York Times bestseller! Soon to be a Hulu limited series starring Reese Witherspoon and Kerry Washington. "I
read Little Fires Everywhere in a single, breathless sitting." --Jodi Picoult "To say I love this book is an understatement. It's a
deep psychological mystery about the power of motherhood, the intensity of teenage love, and the danger of perfection. It
moved me to tears." --Reese Witherspoon "Extraordinary . . . books like Little Fires Everywhere don't come along often."
--John Green From the bestselling author of Everything I Never Told You, a riveting novel that traces the intertwined fates of
the picture-perfect Richardson family and the enigmatic mother and daughter who upend their lives. In Shaker Heights, a
placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned--from the layout of the winding roads, to the colors of the
houses, to the successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson,
whose guiding principle is playing by the rules. Enter Mia Warren--an enigmatic artist and single mother--who arrives in this
idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more
than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past
and a disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When old family friends of the
Richardsons attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically divides the town--and
puts Mia and Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in
Mia's past. But her obsession will come at unexpected and devastating costs. Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of
secrets, the nature of art and identity, and the ferocious pull of motherhood--and the danger of believing that following the
rules can avert disaster. Named a Best Book of the Year by: People, The Washington Post, Bustle, Esquire, Southern Living,
The Daily Beast, GQ, Entertainment Weekly, NPR, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, iBooks, Audible, Goodreads, Library Reads,
Book of the Month, Paste, Kirkus Reviews, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and many more Perfect for book clubs! Visit
celesteng.com for discussion guides and more.
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In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature reading
comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background
knowledge and experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The
After You Read activities check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful
consideration of the text through creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are
writing tasks, graphic organizers, comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students'
critical thinking and writing skills, and analysis of the text. About the Novel: The Pearl tells the story of a man who tries to
save his son, and finds the pearl that will help him do it. Kino's son Coyotito is stung by a scorpion. After the doctor denies
to treat him, Kino finds a large pearl that he hopes to use as payment. News gets around and many people begin to want
the pearl for themselves. One night, Kino is attacked and decides then and there to get rid of the pearl. He attempts to sell
it at an auction that turns out to be a sham. Determined to get good money for the wondrous pearl, Kino decides to try his
luck in the capital. During his journey, greed gets a hold of Kino. More and more dangers surround the family, until Kino is
finally free from the cursed pearl. The Pearl is a story that explores evil, greed and man's nature. All of our content is
aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

Dragon Pearl
“Oliver Twist with a twist…Waters spins an absorbing tale that withholds as much as it discloses. A pulsating story.”—The
New York Times Book Review The Handmaiden, a film adaptation of Fingersmith, directed by Park Chan-wook and starring
Kim Tae-Ri, is now available. Sue Trinder is an orphan, left as an infant in the care of Mrs. Sucksby, a "baby farmer," who
raised her with unusual tenderness, as if Sue were her own. Mrs. Sucksby’s household, with its fussy babies calmed with
doses of gin, also hosts a transient family of petty thieves—fingersmiths—for whom this house in the heart of a mean
London slum is home. One day, the most beloved thief of all arrives—Gentleman, an elegant con man, who carries with him
an enticing proposition for Sue: If she wins a position as the maid to Maud Lilly, a naïve gentlewoman, and aids Gentleman
in her seduction, then they will all share in Maud’s vast inheritance. Once the inheritance is secured, Maud will be disposed
of—passed off as mad, and made to live out the rest of her days in a lunatic asylum. With dreams of paying back the
kindness of her adopted family, Sue agrees to the plan. Once in, however, Sue begins to pity her helpless mark and care for
Maud Lilly in unexpected waysBut no one and nothing is as it seems in this Dickensian novel of thrills and reversals.
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